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“slit the waves, not both / in the sun door”
Ceravolo, Fits of Dawn





No removes from
heart out myth
sonic littles breath

a first got
word kind thing 
do you read

stuttering tut in
march and you
got a drum



How said said
mouth sounds mess
shunt this mark

pottage placing course
send let go
sound sun with 

he hearing say
often sound sun
glisten listen in 



Young up sung
subway tough going
tracks but connections

off week summer
cants through suns
presents home gifts

out of mine
shine boom surrounds 
animate space



Downtown cobble runs
routes on paper
hew news with

suns concrete us
together sudden makes 
subtle light door

see space throughout
felloe fits rounds
grown to gather 



Dry surroundry sunlight
riff of off
rife rhythm slants

sense of sites
while wiles wit 
how throat this 

amber ridge slough
oaks olive sunglow
eros a live



Two in locks
dichotomy heartache turns
tops on tables

swain firm sunning
long as term
asked of earthen 

one clockwise story
forth twist outwards 
is as is



Summer sun summers 
anon no signs
stop up platonic

heartsease give home
seize ahead hear 
such summons memoir 

pine gruff clave
almond durations minting 
and then she 



From whence why
sun river speaks
archaic allot of’em 

lit grains compose
writing myths health
full on touch

desire in desire
savor savoir now
lack moot 



Day to hearing
clearing survive barely
widely scape inflorescence  

miles grain radio
records tensional bees 
momently instance intransience 

brass hash grass
circa listing how
sounds swell 

 



Measure too easy
breathy appraisal soundings
how consider to

in lieu marks
go vary sans
sand made sandy 

swathes mouthful thick 
earth you you
by no book 



Palms wishing rustles 
dusk flesh blush
clime balm calm

in surrounds as
supposed to sound
bird awkward hawking

awe fulfilling hunt
cool still in
key strikes make 



Choose uneven events
lit such change
inclinations awe

things throat stuck
heart stomached
sumless sonic gravel

old radioed piano
waves accenting will
sounds by hand



Somehow startled birds 
vie de vie
vie de vie

memoranda sharps 
here wish here
summing one cigarette

savvy lull warmth
heavy ease off
slow nod



Alive them tones
speaking easy distortions
radio rote magic

cloud rolls humdrum 
home tap enter
snug a minute

speech you speak
airy slakes 
hearting arrays ray  



Widely field greening 
routes not routines 
sun haze hole 

timing sounds run
forms from interiors
lead flits will  

sol guide sole
sense records 
ample do heat 



Readied earthen memory
sun rumors progress
gold birch value

bird aesthetics winging it
charm tunes
painting in rushes

sprigs telling twitters 
round about mouth
tune inside you



Start song say
ere lunging pollen 
paradise weight underfoot

soft information feeds
drowse sun sway
chrysanthemums mum away  

summering shine 
future hear belongs
say this myth 



Books yet highways
go dashed yellow
dawn creaking muscle

amber compass orients
now eastern tellurian
piano dapples absolutes

sunward lady lay
open brightly seconding 
lit home body


